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JOHN DEERE DOUBLE-ACTION
Centre
Hitch

Hard Oil-Cups on All Bearings 
Large Weight Boses

Wheels Have
Draws from Asie

Roller Bearing

Makes a Good Seed Bed
It is a well known fact that if the seed bed is t«• retain 

sufficient moisture to aid in the proper growth of the plant, 
the soil must be finely pulverized and packed around the 
seed.

The Fleury pulverizer is especially designed for this 
work. Every farmer should have one.

The sections are so constructed that they will pulverize 
all large lumps and pack the soil, making a perfect seed bed.

Equipped with a two-piece axle, it is entirely flexible and 
conforms to uneven ground. It will work in a dead furrow 
or over a ridge, as well as level land

Roller Bearings Save Money and Labor
To do the work a pulverizer is designed to do, it must 

, necessarily be a very heavy implement. The Fleury is heavy 
enough for all conditions of soil.

HEAVY. YET LIGHT IN DRAFT. Six sets of dust- 
proof roller hearings explain this. The draft and wear" and 
tear arc reduced by one-half.

Equipping a pulverizer with a roller-bearing tongue 
truck is one of the greatest improvements ever brought out 
on any implement.

The jolting, which occurs from going over uneve'i 
ground, and the dead weight falls on the truck. On any 
other type of pulverizer it falls on the horses’ necks. This 
will chafe your pocket book just as it does the necks of your 
horses. GET A 'FLEURY.” IT WILL SAVE YOUR 
MONEY AND YOUR TEAM

John Deere Plow Company, Limited
WINNIPEG REGINA CALGARY SASKATOON EDMONTON LETHBRIDGE

Roller Bearing

Dust-Proof Boxes

The Success of the Seed Bed
LIES IN DOUBLE DISCING

Uiiv trip «lues twice the amount of stirring and pulverizing that a 
single disc hurruxt will do. The ground is worked Both ways and leaves 
it level for planting. Furrow slices are hrnkcit up and pressed down. 
The moisture is thus conserved. The la ml is prepared in half the time 
and the wear and tear on the engin • is reduced to one half. This is an
implement every l*ig farmer should- have and i

PULVERIZER
Roller Bearing Roller Bearing

Powerful Construction
is necessary in any implement that is operated by engine p« wer. \ 
breakdown" not only causes delay, but may prove costly ill wasting 
valuable time at aii important season of the year. On the John Deere 
Double Action Engine Disc Harrow» the hitch, frames and hearings are 
large and heavy and will stand the hardest usage. Special attention has 
been given to these parts which are subject to hard wear.and they have 
been made doubly strong.
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You saw thii advertisement in thin magasine. Don’t forget to say so when writing.


